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Instead of taking traditional academic courses,
we are partnered with non-profit organizations
throughout Dayton working 35-40 hours a week
through semester long placements. The goal of
the programs are to expand the worldview of
participants and empower them through
experience and knowledge to become lifelong
advocates for social change. We are not
attending classes during our time in the program
except for the weekly mini-course, which
accompanies the experience.
What is Semester of 
Service & ETHOS Dayton?


Working at The Foodbank, Inc.
My takeaways from the experience
● Education is the first step in addressing human rights 
issues
● We have to understand a community before we can 
support that community
● “Helping” people might make us feel good, but it doesn’t 
necessarily provide long-term solutions or spark change in 
the systems that create inequality


Working with Homefull
My Experience:
● Coordinating projects with UD courses 
○ Working with EGR 103 and MEE 330 
● Administrative work on the Mobile Grocery Store and WDFA 
● Being a part of close-knit team
My Takeaways: 
Gaining Non-profit experience and seeing their impact first-hand



My Experience at the BLC
The BLC has taught me:
● Literacy barriers in everyday life and in medicine
● How to maintain strength and hope through times of uncertainty
● The importance of non-profit work
● Barriers to resources and medical care for the incarcerated
● The importance of flexibility for every student 
Because of the BLC I have gained:
● The ability to serve my Dayton community 
● A greater understanding of the socio-economic disparities in our community
● A confidence in my communication/teaching skills which I will carry with me through my future as a 
healthcare provider
● Experience in the professional world 


The Dakota Center
● Mission: “to provide a safe community atmosphere engaging Dayton neighborhoods and people of all 
ages in programs that educate the whole person”
● Programs:
○ Homework-Club After School Program
○ Golden Age Seniors
○ Summer Camp
○ Vipers Basketball
● My Experience:
○ Learned different techniques to work with children on how to make them feel confident in their 
learning
○ A smile and asking about a person’s day leaves a positive impact
○ Improved professional writing skills and learned a little about accounting!
Adventure Central
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Good Health and Well-being
The good health and well-being sustainable development goal
focuses on ensuring proper health to all people including all
vulnerable populations. It addresses mortality rates of mothers,
children, substance users, the extreme poor, and minority groups.
One learning objective of the sustainable development goal is that 
learners will understand the concepts of health, hygiene and well-being
while critically reflecting on the importance of gender in health and
well-being.
Adventure Central has a collaboration with the Ohio State 4-H program. 
4-H focuses on all parts of the body and how we are using them to benefit 
others and ourselves. The four “H’s” stand for head, heart, hands, and 
health;
These are four major aspects to our lesson planning and hands on learning
activities. Adventure Central is sure to use its foundation in 4-H to have a 
variety of outdoor and active activities as well as challenging learning 
activities
to ensure that the students are growing in a well-rounded manner and 
improving upon their well-being. This chart demonstrates the number of days people reported their mental health is being 
“bad” within the last 30 days. 
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My Experience at Adventure Central
My Role
● Group Leader 
● Lesson Planning
● Leading hands on nature and STEAM based activities
My Takeaways
● How amazing the children and students of Dayton are
● The impact that nature can have on learning
● How amazing the people of Adventure Central are and how hard they work to improve the lives of 
our youth


ABLE & County Corp (Unified Power)
● Mission & Vision: 
○ “to build pride and sustainability through community control of land, social enterprise, 
and a holistic approach to development. Unified Power is piloting a people-driven 
model of investment in urban neighborhoods, in which the land and buildings are 
owned and controlled by us and to benefit us, those most impacted by historic 
divestment.”
● ABLE (Advocates for Basic Legal Equality)
○ Worked in the Community and Economic Development Department
○ Taught me about the legal mechanisms for communities to invest in themselves work 
and communication techniques to convey these ideas appropriately 
● County Corp
○ Worked in the Affordable Housing Department
○ Taught me the local government’s role in helping people’s access to quality and 
affordable housing


Family Resource Connection
My Role
● Calling clients to learn more about what they are in need of and provide follow up support
● Send community resources to families
● Handle food box and walk up needs
● Imagination Library
My takeaways
● Experience of working with a wide variety of people
● Understanding of the interconnectedness of social issues
● Knowledge of the resources available in the Dayton area and how difficult it can be to navigate them
● Multitasking and working in a fast paced environment
● Knowledge of the community health
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